ACA, New England, Potential PPE and supply vendors
The following list includes recent vendors from our New England CampEXPO
and others who have shared information with us.
Most vendors encourage camps to order as far in advance as possible, due to limited availability.
*Please note: Inventory, shipping times, and pricing are constantly changing, so there is no guarantee that a
vendor on this list will have specific items in stock for immediate delivery. Please reach out to vendors
directly. Be sure to know what products you need and ask questions to ensure they meet requirements.*
Company Name
(hyperlinked to website)

H & H Purchasing
Services, LLC

Contact Person
(hyperlinked to
email)

Josh Cohen

Supply categories

PPE; sanitizer;
disinfectant wipes;
group purchasing

Examples of items and additional information
Typically a fee-based group purchaser, but
currently waiving this fee for ACA, New England
camps. Competitive prices and reliable vendors.
• Hand sanitizer – liquid 80% alcohol (1-gallon
containers, 72 bottle minimum, $28/gal +
shipping)
• Masks - reusable microfiber and disposable
non-medical (minimum order requirements)
• Disinfectant wipes (through Ecolab)

PPE Supply Company
(from owner of E & R
Laundry and Dry
Cleaners)

Jeff Goldshine

PPE

Gowns, masks, gloves, sanitizer, and more.
Jeff Goldshine, owner of E&R and owner of MAbased PPE Supply Company is the contact.
Most items come from Florida or China and can
be received within 7-21 days from order date.

CampDoc.com

Amy Williams

PPE; other medical
supplies;
disinfectant cleaner

Gloves, masks, face shields, thermometers,
separation screens, gowns, and more

Jess Crate Furniture

Mike Crane

PPE; sanitizer;
cleaning supplies

Disposable masks, face shields, hand sanitizer,
disinfectant spray and wipes, thermometers,
disposable gloves, gowns

All-Brand New England,
LLC

Paul Robbat

PPE; cleaning
supplies

Cloth masks, face shields, gloves, thermometers,
cleaning supplies, disinfectant and sanitizing
chemicals

C.Caprara

Erica Devault

PPE; cleaning and
sanitizing supplies;
food service
supplies

C.C. Creations

Misti Stanley

PPE; cleaning
supplies; activity
supplies

Disposable gloves, face masks, aprons, hand
wash sinks, outdoor wash stations, counter
shields, to-go food containers, disposable plates,
toilet paper, sanitizer (bulk pre-paid); bulk ordering
encouraged
Face coverings (masks, buffs, bandanas), hand
sanitizer, social distance signage and decals,
tents, thermometers

Kong-USA

Kenny Brodin

PPE; activity
supplies

PPE and sports equipment related to climbing
activities

Liberty Mountain Sports,
LLC

Geoff Conner

For special order: disposable masks, cloth masks,
disposable gloves, wipes, thermometers, face
PPE; sanitizer;
shields (some have min. quantities, pre-pay)
cleaning supplies;
In inventory: sanitizer, cleaning supplies, disk golf
activity supplies
equipment, water bottles.
Many items in stock, some 2-3 weeks+ backorder,
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Mabel's Labels

Nicole Camillo

PPE

Face shields (certified by Health Canada),
reusable face masks, signage and floor decals
(signage for distancing/other protocols)

Maine Camp Outfitters

Robin Norton

PPE

Do not stock items in-house but can help secure
PPE items. Open to working with all inquiries
during this time.

OUTFIT YOUR LOGO

Sarah Williams

PPE; sanitizer;
activity supplies

Trinity/HPSI

Rod Enderson

PPE; group
purchasing

Universal Creative
Concepts

David Correll

PPE; other medical
supplies; activity
supplies

Name Bubbles, LLC

JoAnna
Schwartz

Other

Floor decals (signage for distancing/other
protocols)

Westex

Tony Marinello

Cleaning supplies;
sanitizer; paper
goods

Cleaning supplies, sanitizers, paper goods,
gloves. For now, all are in stock, but this changes
day to day

Perfect Parties USA

Michael Lawton

Sanitizer

Hand sanitizer stands and dispensers in stock

Ranger Ready Repellents

Ryan Mahoney

Sanitizer

Hand sanitizer spray – 80% alcohol. Email Ryan
for camp pricing.

Rocky Mountain
Sunscreen

Emily Pihlstrom

Sanitizer

Inventory varies, but constantly replenishing stock.
Check the website for availability

Letourneau’s
Compounding Pharmacy

Thermometers

No-touch thermometers. Local business in
Andover, MA.

AED Superstore

PPE, sanitizer, other
medical supplies

Disposable gloves, hand sanitizer, masks,
thermometers

Disposable masks, cloth masks, bandana and
tubular bandana styles (with or without imprint),
sanitizer, colored pencils, journals, frisbees, balls,
games
Discounted group pricing agreements. Inventory
limited/some prioritizing healthcare or current
customers over new orders
Infrared thermometers, digital thermometers, cloth
masks, disposable masks, disposable gloves pre-pay required; paper airplane book

Please also consider this list of PPE Vendors for Camps from the National ACA website.
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The following vendors provide other types of supplies camps may be looking for:
Company Name
(hyperlinked to website)

Contact Person
(hyperlinked to
email)

Supply categories

Examples of items and additional information

Chalk of the Town

Sondra
Mansfield

Activity supplies

Stencils, chalkboard t-shirts

Franklin Sports, Inc.

Joshua
Simmons

Activity supplies

Outdoor games and sports equipment. Typical
shipping in 5-7 business days.

JLF Adventures

Janice Falzon

Activity supplies

Supplies for water activities (inflatable paddle
boards, kayaks, swim mats, docks)

Maplewoodshop

Mike Schloff

Activity supplies

Maplewoodshop at home woodworking kits

S&S Worldwide

Ryan Hoar

Activity supplies

Inventory varies, so check with vendor before
ordering.

Anchor Industries

Dan Dalton

Shade structures/
tents

Tents to keep kids safely apart

413 Strengthgear

Royleane Allen

PPE; sanitizer; other
medical supplies;
activity supplies
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